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Abstract—Recently many graph-based salient region/object
detection methods have been developed. They are rather effective
for still images. However, little attention has been paid to
salient region detection in videos. This paper addresses salient
region detection in videos. A unified approach towards graph
construction for salient object detection in videos is proposed. The
proposed method combines static appearance and motion cues to
construct graph, enabling a direct extension of original graph-
based salient region detection to video processing. To maintain
coherence in both intra- and inter-frames, a spatial-temporal
smoothing operation is proposed on a structured graph derived
from consecutive frames. The effectiveness of the proposed
method is tested and validated using seven videos from two video
datasets.

Keywords—Salient region detection, Graph construction, Video
processing, Optical flows

I. INTRODUCTION

When viewing images, human eyes tend to first focus on
important and informative regions. Modeling such selective
strategies of human beings recently has drawn much attention
in computer vision field. Such models/algorithms are very
useful for content-based applications, e.g. image cropping [1],
thumbnailing [2], resizing and re-targeting [3], [4].

Recently, graph-based salient region/object detection meth-
ods have been developed by exploiting graphs to solve this
problem. They first construct a graph, and then some graph-
based techniques are applied to it to obtain image saliency. For
example, Wei et al [5] propose to treat boundary parts of an
image as the background. The patch saliency is defined as the
shortest geodesic distance for a graph to image boundaries.
As a salient object is often isolated from the background,
the geodesic distance between image boundaries and object
parts is relatively large, leading to an object being popped
out. Yang et al [6] utilize similar boundary priors as [5] but
propagate saliency via graph-based manifold ranking. Their
method is shown to be superior against state-of-the-art methods
(including [5]) for salient object detection. Gopalakrishnan et
al [7] perform random walks on graphs to model the saliency in
images. More specifically, the global pop-out and compactness
properties of salient objects are modeled in random walks
by the equilibrium access time performed on a constructed
complete and k-regular graph. In [8], salient region detection
is achieved by maximizing a submodular objective function,
which maximizes the total similarities computed by finding
a closed-form harmonic solution on the constructed graph
for an input image. The above methods model the saliency
based on the structured graph in each individual input image,
and some graph-based techniques (e.g. shortest path, random

walk, manifold-based methods) are employed to solve saliency
detection problems.

Although these methods are effective, they are all designed
for still images and tested on still image datasets. Little atten-
tion has been paid to salient region detection in videos where
more visual cues can be exploited to improve the performance.
Based on their aims, bottom-up saliency detection methods can
be roughly divided into two categories [9]: (a) eye fixation
prediction; (b) salient region detection. Despite videos are
widely exploited by the methods in category (a) (e.g. [10]
exploits video processing), little attention is paid to using
videos for detecting salient regions, where visual cues in videos
could be integrated for enhancing salient region detection. Our
study is focused on studying methods in category (b), since
they are known to better highlight the entire object than that
in the category (a), and are also able to benefit content-based
applications (e.g. [1], [2], [3], [4]).

Although identifying salient regions in videos is very useful
for video content extraction and summarization [11], it remains
under-explored. This paper addresses salient region detection
problems in videos. A unified approach towards graph con-
struction for salient object detection in videos is proposed. We
show a unified way to extend graph-based methods to video
processing by incorporating more cues, e.g. motion, during
graph construction. After a graph is constructed by integrating
more features, saliency computation of previous graph-based
methods [5], [6], [8], [7] for still images can be directly
extended to video processing. In addition, to maintain spatial-
temporal coherence, we propose a spatial-temporal smoothing
operation on a structured graph derived from consecutive
frames.

Main contributions of this paper are four-folds:

1) We extend graph-based salient region detection methods
to video processing that may be realized in a unified way by
integrating more cues in graph construction.

2) We propose a new feature to construct the graph
for salient region detection in videos, referred to as mean
histogram of optical flows (MHOF).

3) Spatial-temporal coherence is maintained via saliency
smoothing on a structured graph derived from consecutive
frames.

4) The proposed method is tested on two video datasets
and validated by comparing with ground truth.
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Fig. 1. The processing pipeline for each frame. The proposed part is highlighted in the red-dash rectangle. A frame is first segmented into Simple Linear
Iterative Clustering (SLIC) superpixels [12]. Both color appearance and dynamic cue, i.e. mean histogram of optical flows (MHOF) are integrated for graph
construction. The graph-based manifold ranking [6] is employed to subsequently process the graph. The result of the original method in [6] for still images
(only appearance) is shown in the last for comparison.

II. GRAPH CONSTRUCTION FOR SALIENT OBJECT

DETECTION IN IMAGES AND VIDEOS

We first review the common way of graph construction for
still images. We then extend the graph construction to videos
and show results of directly employing an existing salient
region detection method to the proposed graph construction.

A. Graph Construction for Still Images

In conventional cases of still images, a graph that represents
local relationship is constructed by defining image patches
[5], [7] / superpixels [5], [6], [8] as vertices and feature
discrepancy [5] / affinity [8], [6], [7] as edges. Each vertex
connects to its neighbors, which are either spatially adjacent to
it or in its local neighborhood. Since superpixel representation
for saliency detection is shown to be effective, e.g. used in
[5], [8], [6] as a typical pre-processing to facilitate saliency
computation. Motivated by this, we first segment a given image
into Simple Linear Iterative Clustering (SLIC) superpixels [12]
(N ≈ 200 superpixels, where the i-th superpixel is denoted by
Ri, i = 1, 2, ..., N ). These superpixels are then deemed as the
vertices of the graph.

Feature discrepancy can be modeled as the distance under a
specific metric, e.g. the Euclidean distance between two feature
vectors [5], [8], [6] or the χ2 distance between two histograms.
For our case, the Euclidean distance is chosen as the metric
for measuring appearance differences between vertices (i.e.
superpixels). Let ci and cj be mean color vectors of two
adjacent/neighbor superpixel Ri and Rj , whose relationship
is denoted by symbol “Ri � Rj”. The normalized feature
discrepancy dij between Ri and Rj is defined as:

dij =
||ci − cj ||2

maxRp�Rq
||cp − cq||2 (1)

where dij is normalized by dividing the global maximum.

In the cases where affinity needs to be defined as edges [8],
[6], [7], the affinity wij between Ri and Rj could be derived
from the difference defined in (1), leading to:

wij = κ(dij) (2)

where κ(·) denotes a kernel function with respect to the
distance dij between ci and cj . Noting that any function that
fits Mercer’s condition can be used as kernel, e.g. exponential
functions exp(−βx) and Gaussian functions exp(−x2/σ2).

After a graph is constructed using the feature discrepancy
(1) or affinity (2), a specific salient object detection method
such as [8], [6], [5], [7] could be employed to assign saliency
value to each superpixel. For details on how these methods
cope with graph, readers are referred to the corresponding
literatures.

B. Graph Construction for Videos

In video cases, although [8], [6], [5], [7] can be used to
process each individual frame, additional cues can be incorpo-
rated to achieve more reliable results. We propose to leverage
a novel feature: mean histogram of optical flows (MHOF), to
compute discrepancy/affinity of vertices in a graph.

Since human perception tends to be attracted by foreground
objects containing relative motion that is highly distinguishable
from the background, motion cues can be salient features to
describe moving objects [13], [14]. In each superpixel, we
compute dense optical flows by using the method in [15],
followed by extracting the mean histogram of optical flows
(MHOF) (shown in the bottom left of Fig.1).

Assuming (uj , vj) is the forward optical flow at pixel Ij
in a certain frame, the MHOF of a specific superpixel Rk is
defined as:

hk(i) =
∑

Ij∈Rk

√
u2
j + v2j δi(uj , vj)/|Rk| (3)

where hk(i) is the energy of the ith orientation bin of
histogram hk for Rk, and δi(uj , vj) is a binary function
that equals 1 if the input (uj , vj) is quantized into the ith
orientation, and 0 otherwise. In our case, we typically quantize
orientation into nine bins (inspired by and similar to HOG
[16]). The aim of the “mean” operation, i.e. dividing by |Rk|
(| · | denotes sum area), is to eliminate the effect of size
discrepancy among different superpixels.

Since there is no normalization in (3), MHOF is not a rigid
“histogram”. The rationale is that, although optical flows in
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Mean Optical Flow MHOF

Fig. 2. Difference between using the mean optical flow (left) and the proposed
MHOF (right). Comparison is conducted by changing the motion feature in
Fig.1.

different superpixels may orient towards the same direction,
their magnitude differences could still contribute to saliency
(perceived as velocity distinction [14]).

The function of MHOF can be explained as capturing the
average statistical motion information in each superpixel. Since
the gradient of optical flow magnitude does not always coin-
cide with the boundaries of superpixel segmentation, MHOF is
better than a mean vector (

∑
j uj/|Ri|,

∑
j vj/|Ri|) that could

counterweigh optical flows of opposite direction. Comparing
with [10] that uses optical flows to predict human fixation in
videos, we reserve both orientation and magnitude information,
while in [10] only the magnitude of optical flows is used. Fig.2
shows the results of MHOF and simple averaged optical flow.
MHOF is observed better on measuring motion distinction.

Incorporating the idea of MHOF, the feature difference that
integrates both the color and motion is defined as:

d̂ij = (1− α)
||ci − cj ||2

maxRp�Rq ||cp − cq||2 + α
||hi − hj ||2

maxRp�Rq ||hp − hq||2
(4)

where α ∈ [0, 1] is the relative importance of the motion
component (set to 0.5 as default to render equal importance of
the two components). Here, we have tried another distance
metric for hi i.e. the χ2 distance, resulting in less better
performance. Similar to (2), the affinity can be constructed
as κ(d̂ij).

It is worth mentioning that α is adaptively selected for
each frame. If the maximum magnitude of optical flows in a
frame is lower than a predefined threshold T , i.e. the motion
is negligible, α is set to a small number due to less reliability
of optical flows. In our experiments, T is empirically set as
1% of the maximum length of image height and width.

Fig.1 shows the processing pipeline for each frame. We
directly employ the manifold ranking algorithm in [6] on
the proposed graph without any modification. Affinity wij =
exp(−βd̂ij) (β = 10) is set. One can observe from Fig.1
that the moving car is well highlighted. This is because
the proposed graph construction integrates dynamic cue. In
contrast, merely using static appearance cue (the original
method in [6] for still images) detects the brightness presented
in the background (Fig.1 last). Other graph-based salient region
detection methods (e.g. [7], [5], [8]) could also be applied.

C. Spatial-Temporal Smoothing

In videos, two consecutive frames are usually similar,
e.g. object position, shape, contour, appearance are expected

Current Frame t

Last Frame t-1
2 w hr

N
�

� Two-frame affinity W

10

Fig. 3. Left: two-frame graph construction, where yellow lines indicate
connection. Right: the visualized two-frame affinity matrix W.

to vary smoothly without abrupt changes [18]. Hence, it is
desirable that saliency maps of consecutive frames change
smoothly. However, due to the noise introduced by pre-
segmentation and optical flows, there could exist drastic differ-
ence between saliency maps of consecutive frames (see Fig.4
row 2 and row 3). This motivates us to explore a spatial-
temporal smoothing operation.

To maintain the coherence between two consecutive
frames, denoted as t and t−1, saliency energy of the previous
frame t − 1 is propagated to the current frame t. A graph
connecting superpixels in two adjacent frames is constructed.
As shown in Fig.3 (left), a superpixel Rk (denoted as a red
dot) connects to both its adjacent superpixels in frame t and its
spatial neighbors in frame t− 1 (denoted as dark green dots).
For inter-connections that cross two frames, we define a circle
region whose center is at the spatial position of Rk. The region
radius is set to two times the superpixel size (estimated by√
(h× w)/N [12], h and w denote image height and width).

The rationale is to cover position shift of a target between
adjacent frames. In this case, object saliency in the previous
frame t−1 would be correctly propagated to the current frame
t.

Based on the above, the affinity matrix W of a two-frame
graph is divided into two parts: intra-affinity W11 and W22,
and inter-affinity W12 and W21:

W =

[
W11 W12

W21 W22

]
(N1+N2)×(N1+N2)

(5)

where W11, W12, W21, W22 are N1×N1, N1×N2, N2×N1,
N2 × N2 matrices, respectively (N1 and N2 are superpixel
numbers of the current and the former frame). Noting W21 =
WT

12, W11 = WT
11 and W22 = WT

22.

For intra-affinity values, we reuse the results from (4)
(κ(d̂ij)) that are previously used for saliency computation. For
inter-affinity values, they are computed according to (4) with
only the color term, for it suffices to identify the same object
in two adjacent frames whereas the same object in adjacent
frames may not present the same motion. Using the color
cue for smoothing also enhances the robustness against the
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Frame 6 Frame 9 Frame 17 Frame 18 Frame 19 Frame 21

Fig. 4. The effectiveness of spatial-temporal smoothing by using consecutive frames (video “girl” in [17]). Rows from top to bottom: original frames, dense
optical flow maps generated by [15], saliency detection results without smoothing, results with spatial-temporal smoothing, ground truth. For three consecutive
frames 17-19 (highlighted in the red dot rectangle), due to the noise introduced by optical flows, results without smoothing (the 3rd row) vary drastically.
Employing smoothing makes results more stable and coherent (the 4th row).

fluctuation of optical flows. Fig.3 (right) shows W from an
image pair.

Let mt and mt−1 be the saliency detection results (vector-
ized into column forms) of current frame t and previous frame
t− 1, respectively. Under the pair-wise smoothness constraint
xT Lx, where L = D −W and D is the degree matrix of W,
the following energy is minimized:

min
ft,ft−1

{(1− μ)
∑

k∈{1:N1}
(f t

k −mt
k)

2

+ μ
∑

j∈{1:N2}
(f t−1

j −mt−1
j )2 + λxT Lx}

= min
x
{(x− s)T M(x− s) + λxT Lx}

(6)

where μ ∈ [0, 1] specifies the relative importance of the
previous frame, x is the concatenated vector of ft and ft−1,
and ft and ft−1 denote the smoothed results for the current and
previous frame, respectively. s is the concatenated vector of mt

and mt−1. M is a diagonal matrix with the first N1 diagonal
entries be 1−μ and the subsequent N2 diagonal entries be μ.
λ is a tradeoff between the data term and the smoothing term.
In our experiments, λ is set to be a large number (e.g. 1000)
to emphasize the smoothing. By differentiating (6) and setting
the result to 0, the closed-form solution is obtained as:

x = (M + λL)−1s (7)

Fig.4 shows the effectiveness of our spatial-temporal smooth-

ing on the “girl” video from a public video dataset: SegTrack
dataset [17]. μ = 0.5 is used to render an equal contribution
of two consecutive frames. It is worth noting that although our
saliency detection system is fully automatic and unsupervised,
it still highlights the salient target in the video and resembles
the binary ground truth (Fig.4).

III. EXPERIMENTS AND COMPARISONS

We have validated our graph construction for videos by
using a manifold ranking-based method [6]. Other graph-
based methods are possible to replace [6]. We compare the
followings: results of [6] with only static appearance cue
(referred to as “appearance”); results of [6] applied to the
graph constructed by the proposed method (referred to as
“appearance+motion”); results of [6] applied to the graph
constructed by the proposed method and also processed with
the proposed spatial-temporal saliency smoothing (referred to
as “appearance+motion+smoothing”).

Seven videos are used for comparisons. They are chosen
from two video datasets: SegTrack dataset [17] (“Birdfall”,
“Cheetah”, “Girl”, “Parachute”, “Monkey and dog)” and
GaTech video segmentation dataset [19] (“Skater”, “Water
skater”). Note for the “Skater” and “Water skater” videos, we
manually label the ground truth for moving targets since the
original binary mask for the dataset is not available.

We use Precision-Recall curves [9] as quantitative evalua-
tion criterion on different methods. Under each fixed threshold,
precision P and its corresponding recall R are defined as:

P = |M ∩Gt|/|M | ; R = |M ∩Gt|/|Gt| (8)
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Fig. 5. Performance evaluation: Precision-Recall curves on seven videos from two datasets. In all plots, three curves and their related methods are: appearance
(green dotted curve); appearance + motion (red dash line curve); and appearance + motion + smoothing ( black solid line curve).

where M is a binary mask obtained by thresholding a saliency
map using specific threshold. Gt is ground truth mask and | · |
is the summed area of a mask. For each video, the precision
and recall are averaged over all frames.

Fig.5 shows the comparisons of Precision-Recall curves.
One can observe that for the proposed graph construction
that integrates both appearance and motion cues, results are
consistently better than the original method (“appearance”).
Significant deficiency of the original method can be clearly
observed in most videos including “Birdfall”, “Parachute”,
“Monkey and dog”, “Skater” and “Water Skater”, where the
effectiveness of our proposal is further validated. Our method
(“appearance+motion”) drastically outperforms “appearance”
on “Birdfall” and “Parachute” videos since only color ap-
pearance cannot handle cluttered and textured background. In
such cases, the appearance cue seems ambiguous and becomes
difficult for distinguishing moving objects from background.
Additionally, we have observed moderate improvement in
“Cheetah” and “Girl” videos where the appearance cue pro-
vides certain support.

For the proposed spatial-temporal saliency smoothing (“ap-
pearance+motion+smoothing”), it shows useful for improving
performance in a large margin. This can be observed in “Bird-
fall”, “Girl” and “Skater” videos. This procedure generated
both spatially and temporally smoothed and coherent saliency
maps by taking advantage of structured graph from intra- and
inter-frames.

Qualitative comparisons are shown by Fig.6, where gradual
improvement is observed from left to right. In column 2,
with only static appearance cue, the method cannot locate the
moving foreground effectively in complex scenes (“Birdfall”,
“Parachute”), or it wrongly detects highly distinctive parts that
belong to the background (“Monkey and dog”, “Skater”). In
column 3, incorporation with motion does help the detection of
the moving foreground, but some results are less satisfactory
since the performance of optical flow estimation is not always

stable for consecutive frames (“Birdfall”). For column 4, better
results are obtained after using our spatial-temporal smoothing,
where the detection results are close to the binary ground truth.

IV. CONCLUSION

We have proposed a unified approach to construct graphs
for salient region detection in videos. The proposed graph
construction has integrated both static and motion cues by
using a novel feature: mean histogram of optical flows (MHOF)
that effectively captures the statistical motion information in
each superpixel. The advantage of the proposed method in
video processing is shown by applying the manifold ranking-
based method [6] to constructed graphs on seven videos. The
proposed spatial-temporal smoothing operation is shown to
make saliency output more coherent, and to enhance the final
performance.

In our experiments, we have observed some cases where
the output of optical flow estimation is not stable (e.g. Fig.4).
To obtain better performance, more robust optical flow esti-
mation will be employed by our system in the future. Further,
application of the proposed method to video summarization
will also be investigated.
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